Interested in becoming a Cancer Researcher?

Are you...

• Currently a sophomore at Stony Brook University?
• In a science major with a 3.0 or better GPA?
• A US citizen or permanent resident?
• Under-represented in the STEMs

If you answered "yes" to the questions above,

The INDUCER fellowship
Is for you!!

(Increasing Diversity in Undergraduate Cancer Biology Education and Research)

funded by the National Institutes of Health/National Cancer Institute (NIH/NCI)

Benefits:  • Learn & do cancer research at SBU
• Receive a salary for tuition & living expenses
• Attend a national scientific meeting

Application Deadline is April 15, 2021

For more information
Contact: Dr. Jennie Williams, Ph.D. (Program Director)

Jennie.Williams@stonybrookmedicine.edu
Or
https://renaissance.stonybrookmedicine.edu/inducer
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